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A successful era of engineering operational models in the 90’s

• Early career applying SD to a variety of engineering business challenges:
- Oil upstream exploration and production

- Gas storage

- Electricity generation

- Turbine whole life management

• Focus on operations and maintenance
- Through Life Costs

- Linking to revenue streams for investment appraisals

- Recognition of functional siloes

• Specialist engineering tools were not available

SD Chapter 2019
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HVR has successfully worked with  

organisations to adopt dynamic modelling

⚫ BP has an internal consulting group

⚫ BP identified the opportunities for dynamic modelling to complement their detailed modelling tools 

but had limited resource and experience

⚫ BP are now largely self supporting but use HVR for thought development and project resources

A changing relationship as BP capability matured

Process / Tool 
Development

Project Support Thought 
Development

Training / Awareness 
workshops

Examples

⚫ Training in dynamic 

modelling 

methodology and 

tools

⚫ Supported 

workshops 

promoting System 

Dynamics across 

the business

⚫ Modelling support on 

specific client projects

⚫ Knowledge transfer

Modelling Process

⚫ Develop supporting 

tools

Data management

Bespoke SD

Project tools

⚫ Support as required

⚫ A sounding board

⚫ Research partner

⚫ Support as required
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Feedback processes dominate 

performance over time
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Overall model quantified 

performance improvements

Improved Quality Measurements and 

Control Systems

⚫ Impact of control systems 

⚫ Impact of quality measurement 

systems

⚫ Cost of crude changes

⚫ Frequency of crude changes

What if analyses

⚫ Translated IS performance into 
quantifiable business 
performance

⚫ Supported rapid assessment of 
a wide range of policy options

⚫ Was used for contract 
negotiations with control 
system suppliers and business 
cases

Key client benefits
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Engineering management

• We were able to support development of client SD capability

• However, 
- Engineers who got the maths and process

- Strong champion

- A lot of re-use (molecules), well understood rules

- Few competing approaches at time

• This was not sustained through organisational change and new technology

• Other areas of engineering management do still require systems modelling
- Systems modelling is still required for integrating specialist toolsets within a wider enterprise 

model

- Project dynamics (prospective and forensic) remains important and needs to be more widely 
integrated within the P3M toolset

- Systems Engineering still acknowledges the need for Systems Thinking and System Dynamics.  

SD Chapter 2019
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What do these two have in common?
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22 years of SD
12 years of SD

Both have long running SD based planning tools
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What is OSCAM?

• Operating & Support Cost Analysis Model

• OSCAM models used by US Navy
- OSCAM Ship – ship and submarine platforms

- OSCAM Air – fixed wing, rotary wing and unmanned air vehicles

- OSCAM Sys – on-board ship systems

• Used to generate operating and support cost
estimates for equipment programs

• Represents the business processes involved in operating and 
supporting a class of military platforms or systems

• Core is a System Dynamics simulation model determining the 
costs generated each month based on the status and 
activities of the equipment

• Front-end for data entry, analysis of results, comparison of 
different scenarios and analysis of uncertainty

• Data collection and warehouse mandated by Congress

* US Navy versions of OSCAM are sponsored and owned by US DoD Naval Center for Cost Analysis (NCCA) 
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Incremental refinements and model additions over 22 years

• First OSCAM Ship and System models developed in 1996, jointly for US DoD and UK MoD

• Over 580 people trained for OSCAM Ship/System

• Over 400 people trained for OSCAM Air variants

SD Chapter 2019
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Corporate strategic 
planning

Brand team 
strategic planning

Adjust

Focus:
Where/ How to (consumers, volume, £)

Focus:
How much (volume/£)

Required 
corporate 

returns

The planning process

Consumer behavioural and 
attitudinal research data

Consumer transactional 
data

Market data and macro 
drivers

Shipment data

Corporate financials

Potentially useful data

The strategic planning process creates tensions and challenges
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Training

Build dynamic brand planning models – a stepping off point for a common 
language and approach across the enterprise

Balance of investment/ Prioritisation

Embedding the toolsets

Strategic Challenges

Lesson

Start small – educate and build 
Create a core language
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Embedding SD models - Are there any lessons across these two cases?

• Incremental, one step at a time
- Evolution not revolution

- Not a big bang engagement

- Both started as trials with a willingness to give it a go

• Enduring need
- Planning cycles

- Investment appraisal and gates

• Strong client engagement
- Champion at outset

- The right client - designed for decision makers to use these models

• Creating the language
- Create any new nomenclature with care

- Do it right and it becomes the lingua franca of the enterprise

• Training
- Not just “point and click” features

- “Sleeves up” working on a challenge with user teams

• GOOD DATA!
- Longitudinal data

- Flow data

- Coherent

SD Chapter 2019
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Rich pictures & 
Mind Maps

Quant. 
Schedule/cost 

risk

Cognitive 
maps

Statistical 
modelling

Soft Systems 
Methodology

Use Cases
Systems 

archetypes

Discrete event 
simulation

Mathematical 
Programming

Stakeholder 
maps

Toolbox

Stock flow 
diagrams/IDs

Causal loop 
diagrams

System 
dynamics

Multi Criteria 
Decision 
Analysis

Methods we use – heavily systems focused

Excel 
financial 

modelling
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Use the most appropriate tools for the task in hand

Cognitive mapping to support interviews at BBC
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“So what has been 
the favourite SD 
project?”



SWAPITSHOP – AN INTRODUCTION

• An online trading community in 

which children can obtain the 

ideas (e.g. toys) they want for the 

ideas they no longer require.

• Virtual currency of Swapits to 

facilitate trade

• Generate revenue through brand 

promotional partners

(e.g. Wotsits)

• Ambitious growth aspirations 

national and international

• Launched 8 September 2000

Development of  fundamental principles and 
operation of the SwapitShop economy. 
Management of supply of the Swapits 
currency, controlling inflation, etc.

Understanding of member recruitment. 
What drives children to join and remain 
active traders.

Develop of a complete understanding of 
the business – interdependency of 
recruitment, economy and operational 
activities.

Key Challenges
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UNDERSTANDING THE BUSINESS SYSTEM
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RELEVANT SCENARIO RANGE AT WEEK 8
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE SWAPITSHOP WORK

The work package was undertaken intensively over a relatively short period of time 

2nd 

August

5th

September

Recruitment 

Scenarios

Presented

• Continuous support

• Update scenarios

• Results comparisons

Swapit
economy 
principles 

completed 

Recruitment 
Simulation 
model 
completed

Economic 
model 
completed 

Start

Recruitment

Economy

Ongoing

support

Weeks1 2 3 4 5

Time

Confirmation 
of Swapit 
bank

policy 
guidelines 

Economic 
scenarios 
completed

Board 

presentation 
of combined 
model and 

results
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Conclusion

• SD has offered an amazing journey combined within a consulting organisation – FUN!

• Practical lessons
- Accept SD never gets easier in consulting – entering a new sector or engaging with a new client 

is always challenging

- Adopt a systems approach at the outset but do not be afraid to “step off the bus” and reach for 
other tools in the toolkit

- Further, SD can be part of a larger overall engagement solution

- Data can be commissioned – consider including as part of the study or further phases

- Client engagement at various levels and throughout engagement
- Champion/budget holder

- Users

- Have a “Fixer” – could be co-opted on team

- Iterative model design and build with early sight of strawman conceptual and quantified models

- Use SD/ST language appropriate for the client organisation

- Always develop a lifecycle plan for any model and understanding of client ambition (capability 
building, outsourcing) – it can create longstanding collaboration and work for a consultancy

- and FINALLY and I do NOT have the magic algorithm, BUT always be scared of……..
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The model complexity trade off

22
SD Chapter 2019

Degree of 

complexity of 

dynamic model

Highly 

confusing

Not 

useful

Highly 

useful

How do we identify this 

tipping point?

• Experience

• Staged approach

Adapted from Vennix
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Thank You

Dave Exelby

daveexelby@das-ltd.co.uk
+44 7867 801362
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